Boy shot while sitting in vehicle near 5th and Concordia

Statement of Alderwoman Milele A. Coggs
May 17, 2019

A shooting last night near N. 5th and W. Concordia has left an innocent 6-year-old boy seriously injured with gunshot wounds and has rightly outraged Milwaukeeans in all corners of our city, and it has left me offering prayers to his loved ones.

It is now imperative that anyone who knows the suspect or suspects involved in the shooting step forward with information so that they can be brought to justice. If the people involved have any compassion whatsoever, I also strongly advise them to turn themselves in to Milwaukee Police immediately.

I ask the community to work together to help bring forth justice, and I ask that we also work together to improve the community and foster hope for the future.

Please – if you have information about this incident – contact Milwaukee Police immediately at 414-935-7360.
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